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PRACTICE TEST 28 

LISTENING 

SECTION 1  Questions 1 – 10 

Questions 1 – 5 

Complete Neil’s cycling course form below. 

Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD AND/OR A NUMBER from the listening for each answer. 

Cycling Course Booking Form 

Example Answer 

Enrollment form month July 

Family name   (1) _______________

Mother’s name  Alice 

Father’s name  Dean 

Mother’s mobile 042 4382 945 

Father’s mobile  048 4322 410 

Address  (2) _______________ Alton Close

Newbridge

NB5 7FR

Child’s name   Jordan 

Age  (3) _______________

Cycling skills   Quite good 

Course chosen 1 week with exam leading to the award of a (4) _______________. 

Other details   Jordan broke his (5) _______________ in the winter. 
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Questions 6 – 8 

Choose THREE letters, A - G, and write them in any order in boxes 6 - 8 on your answer sheet. 

What should Mrs. Craig ensure that Jordan has with him at his cycling course? 

A A bicycle 

B Bicycle helmet 

C Knee pads 

D Clothes for rain 

E Some food 

F A hot drink 

G Water 

Questions 9 and 10 

Complete the sentences below. 

Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the listening for each answer. 

9 Extra _____________ will cover anything missed on any single day missed through sickness. 

10 Because the teachers are all _____________, the cycling school has low costs. 
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SECTION 2 Questions 11 – 20 

Questions 11 – 15 

Complete the notes below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the listening for each answer. 

 

Green Gate Shopping Centre 

Information Help Sheet 

Access 

Cars 

Cars access Green Gate from the Town Ring Road and from Reservoir Road. 

Five car parks can hold (11) _____________ cars. (one car park is underground). 

Bus 

Many local buses stop at the Green Gate bus terminal. 

A (12) _____________ also found at the bus station. 

Train 

New station open (called Green Gate). 

Opening Times 

Normal opening times for commercial shops: 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. 

24-Hour Opening (found in the (13) _____________ ):

 Supermarket

 Some food court outlets open 24 hours.

(Food outlets include fast food, and healthier options: (14) _____________+ 

regular restaurants) 

Saturday Grand Opening 

Grand Opening by the town mayor at 9 a.m. 

Short (15) _____________ until 9.30 a.m. 

Mayor’s tour from 9.30 a.m. 

Open to public from 9.30 a.m. 
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Questions 16 – 20 

Label the locations on the map of Green Gate Shopping Centre below. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the listening for each answer. 
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SECTION 3 Questions 21 – 30 

Questions 21 – 25 

Complete the summary below. 

Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the listening for each answer. 

Karen and Denis’ Study Year in Australia 

Denis and Karen have received confirmation of their study year in 

Australia. They had a number of questions, the first of which regarded the 

credits for their time studying there. Karen will receive 3 credits for her 

minor language study of (21) ___________. All credits will require success in 

(22) ___________ in main and minor language studies. The Australian

university will confirm all credits-related information, so the students do

not need to bring back (23) ___________. Denis will receive credits for his

study of Spanish, but not environmental studies, as accredited language

courses are the only ones that count towards his degree choice. Denis can

make up credits by studying courses in his holiday sessions. Denis and

Karen don’t need to do the (24) ___________, but they’ll need to prove to

their (25) ___________ that they’ve been working on their special

investigation assignment, or they won’t be admitted onto their courses on

their return.
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Questions 26 – 28 

Answer the questions below. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS from the listening for each answer. 

26 What is the main language that Karen studies at university? 

27 What does Karen’s tutor say that some word-like vocalisations by ten-month-old 

infants are used for expressing? 

28  What context is very common when children start to use their first recognisable words? 

Questions 29 and 30 

Complete the table of the two studies on child language word acquisition below that the tutor 

talks about. 

Write NO MORE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER from the listening for each answer. 

Milestone Nelson 1973 Fenson 1993 

(18 children) (1789 children) 

10 words 15 months 13 months 

50 words 20 months (29) _____________

Vocabulary at 24 months 186 words 310 words 

(The Fenson study is more reliable due to its greater (30) _____________ size) 
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SECTION 4 Questions 31 – 40 

Questions 31 – 35 

Complete the notes below. 

Write NO MORE THAN ONE WORD from the listening for each answer. 

 

Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator 

The Myers-Briggs Personality Type Indicator uses the theories of the Swiss psychologist 

Carl Jung to explain (31) ______ in people’s behaviour. It shows that such behaviour is 

consistent in people, dependent on individuals’ perception and judgement. 

It was developed by Isabel Myers and her mother Katharine Briggs and it can be taken by 

any individual or used by large or small companies. Respondents complete a (32) ______ on 

how they view the world around them. A personality type is assigned dependent on the 

answers. 

The assigned personality type is based on four functions (one is (33) ______): 

sensation - intuition 

feeling - thinking 

The type also depends on the respondents’ attitude - introverted or extroverted. 

Companies can use the knowledge of their employees’ type in a number of ways: 

managing others leadership skills development 

organising tasks team creation and management 

management and staff training conflict resolution 

motivation executive coaching 

diversity recognition and rewards 

change management 

Companies can also suit workloads to employees’ styles and help them in ways such as: 

time management coping with workplace culture 

problem solving new skills development 

best approaches to decision making understanding participation on teams 

(34) ______ management coping with workplace change 

Companies can also understand customers better when (35) ______ is involved: 

how customers like to learn about products and services. 

how customers like to interact during the process of gathering information. 

making decisions. 
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Questions 36 - 40 

Complete the sentences below. 

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the listening for each answer. 

36 The best setting in which to feedback test result information is a ______________ situation. 

37 ______________ from respondents must be obtained before the results of tests can be 

shared with third parties. 

38 Results of the test should only be used to ______________ individual or group 

functioning and not to label, evaluate, or limit anyone. 

39 A ______________ of the indicated type should be given to the respondents, so that they 

understand their type. 

40 If only research is being conducted, individual results are not necessary, though feedback 

to respondents asking for it is ______________. 


